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Ask Afrika Icon 
Brands™ has been 
tracking consumer 
trends specifically 
with regards to 
brand and product 

loyalty among South African 
consumers from 2010. The survey is 
the largest benchmark of its kind 
in South Africa, and measures 
thousands of brands across 238 
product categories. 

Findings show that a decline in 
product and brand loyalty has 
occurred over the past couple of 
years. For this year, the survey 
boasts a nationally representative 
randomised sample of 25 067 
consumers, representing 26 980 000 
adult South African consumers. 

An enumerated area sampling 
design was employed, and the 
universe surveyed includes all 
communities with more than 8 000 
inhabitants who are 15 and older. 
The data was weighted using Stats 
SA’s population mid-year estimates, 
and was audited by respected 
independent experts BDO and Dr 
Ariane Neethling.

Collected from February to 
November, by means of continuous 
face-to-face interviews per 
household and throughout the 
week, the data captures the full life 
of consumers. 

The Ask Afrika Icon Brands™ 
index is essentially a weighed 
usage and loyalty index calculated 
to ensure that iconic status is 
universal across the South African 
population. 

Icon scores were calculated based 
on different metrics for different 
product categories, as loyalty 
metrics differ for different markets. 
This gives the survey a unique 
product category and 
sub-brand focus.

Thousands of brands across 
hundreds of product and sub-
product categories were included in 
the initial analysis, which revealed 
the top 50 Ask Afrika Icon 
Brands™ for 2020/21. This year, the 

TRACKING 
TRENDS
WITH ICON 
BRANDS

50 Icon Brands
This year, analysis yielded 238 product category winners and 55 

Ask Afrika Platinum Brands. While not all of 238 product 
category winners can have an Iconic Status, these product 
category leaders often dominate their space and are iconic 

among the more unique consumers that have access to them

Identifying unique 
industry insights, 
competitor analysis and 
brand strategies

analysis yielded 238 product 
category winners and 55 Ask Afrika 
Platinum Brands. While not all of 
the 238 product category winners 
can have an Iconic Status, these 
product category leaders often 

dominate their space and are iconic 
among the more unique consumers 
that have access to them. 

Ask Afrika Platinum Brands are 
the brands of tomorrow and have 
a total Icon score above the 
required threshold. 

Apart from gaining prestigious 
Icon status or Platinum status, 
brand owners can gain value from 
the Ask Afrika Icon Brands™ 
survey for each of the 238 product 
categories, with all brands ranked 
per product category. 

Brand owners can order tailor-
made reports from Ask Afrika, 
providing unique industry insights, 
competitor analysis and brand 
strategy guidance.

The Ask Afrika Icon Brands™ 
survey provides marketers wishing 
to target the entire population and/
or segments of the population with 
the essential tools to track trends 
and gain greater insight into the 
consumer’s mind-set and behaviour. 
Even though this is the primary 
focus, the survey also provides 
insights into a diversity of product 
categories that are targeted 
towards only a portion of the 
South African demographic.

It also includes a current and 
pre-Covid-19 comparison of your 
target market.

ABOUT THE ASK 
AFRIKA GROUP

Ask Afrika is a decisioneering 
company. We support our clients’ 
decisions through facts. Typically, 
our clients require information 
around social research and 
philanthropy, experience measures 
and consulting, and brand 
dynamics. 

Social research decisions are 
required around HIV/Aids and, 
more recently, Covid-19. Educational 

and early childhood development, 
fair-trade shopping, media and 
financial research are some of the 
areas we love to work in. NGOs, 
and public- and private-sector 
clients choose to work with us to 
get the pulse of the nation. 

Besides being decisioneers in 
brand and customer experience 
research, Ask Afrika is well known 
for creating some of the most 
useful, go-to industry benchmarks, 
including the Ask Afrika Orange 
Index®, the Ask Afrika Icon 
Brands®, the Ask Afrika Kasi Star 
Brands and the Target Group Index 
(TGI). Ask Afrika’s knowledge of 
brands is extensive. 

The TGI survey, which measures 
psychographics, service, products, 
media and brands, has been used 
by the majority of the top 50 
advertisers and media owners in 
South Africa for nearly two 
decades.

Our clients operate across 
various industries, including retail, 
telecoms, finance and the public 
sector. We offer tailor-made and 
ready-to-use offerings for all our 
clients, regardless of the size of the 
project.

In addition to being brave, agile, 
vibrant and experimental, we apply 
deep thinking to every research 
project. 

Our aim is to be great at 
everything we do and to make a 
meaningful impact.

Partner with Ask Afrika to 
confidently make game-changing 
business decisions that grow your 
business.

. To purchase a full report, 
contact Maria Petousis from the 

Ask Afrika group on 012 428 7400 
or go to www.askafrika.co.za
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How did the Covid-
19 pandemic 
change the 
consumer 
shopping and 
brand landscape 

in South Africa?
Ask Afrika is the only research 

company in South Africa that has 
consistently tracked Covid-19-related 
fears, behaviours and beliefs with 
brand personas and psychographics 
since the beginning of the 
lockdown, allowing marketers to 
compare consumer attitudes during 
the different lockdown phases. The 
company’s Target Group Index 
survey, a large-scale single-source 
probability survey, offers the most 
comprehensive database of 
products, brands and media habits 
in South Africa, and includes both 
current and pre-Covid-19 data. The 
study highlights the extent to which 
consumer spending and 
consumption patterns have changed 
since the beginning of the 
lockdown. Everyone has been 
severely impacted by the lockdown 
imposed in response to the Covid-19 
pandemic.

FROM A BUSINESS POINT 
OF VIEW

From a small-, medium- and 
micro-sized (SMME) business point 
of view, the lockdown, combined 
with limited trading hours and 
reduced consumer disposable 
income, has meant that many are 
struggling to survive. About half of 
these businesses consider 
themselves to be in a make-or-break 
period until December this year. The 
main goal in the new normal world 
of trading is to attract new 
customers and develop innovative 
ways to improve cash flow (59%), 
followed by new customer 
segmentation (29%) that informs 
new marketing strategies (24%).

The agility and flexibility 
associated with the operating 
framework of SMMEs can work to 
their advantage if compared with 
larger corporate brands. Survival 
and sustainability strategies include:

. Diversification of product 
ranges (31%);
. Salary cuts (18%);
. Reduction in overheads (15%); 
. Moving businesses online (13%); 
. Adjusting price points to attract 
customers (10%).
Success going forward calls for 

new models of collaboration 
between government, business and 
NGOs to yield new markets, 
sustainable cash flow and real value 
to consumers.

SHRINKING WALLET 
SIZES IMPLY DIFFERENT 
SHOPPING HABITS

From a consumer point of view, 
the impact of lockdown is felt in 

top-up shopping and a 4% decrease 
in regular monthly shopping.

THE IMPACT OF RISING 
GROCERY COSTS

Despite a shrinking wallet, the 
August to September results of the 
Ask Afrika Covid-19 Tracker showed 
that 84% of consumers noticed an 
overall increase in the price of food, 
and 72% noticed an increase in the 
price of staple foods such as maize 
meal and flour. 

Consumers estimate that food 
prices increased by 15% in the past 
five months, as well as an increase 
in the cost of medicines, including 
vitamins and minerals (76%), 
household cleaning products (71%) 
and toiletries. 

Half of respondents say they are 
eating less nutritious foods because 
of the lockdown, with 60% 
concerned that cheaper foods 
contain unhealthy ingredients. As a 
result, brands need to be investing 
in consumer education around 
nutrition to ensure that consumers 

loyalty card benefit points to help 
them cover their additional 
expenses. Price increases have 
forced 69% of people to choose 
cheaper brands over their favourite 
brands, and while two-thirds of 
respondents said they would switch 
back to their preferred brands as 
soon as they recovered financially, 
the reality is that price stability will 
be an important factor for some 
time to come as consumers 
continue to face economic 
constraints. 

Given these changes in consumer 
behaviour, retailers can expect that 
they will have to fight to maintain 
their consumer segment, and price 
will continue to play a significant 
role in the choice of grocery store. 

Currently, 67% of citizens are 
influenced by price when shopping 
for groceries. Other factors that 
influence their decisions include 
whether the retailer offers Covid-19 
hygiene practices like sanitising 
(45%) and special offers (41%).

THE GROWTH IN ONLINE 
ENGAGEMENT

The growth in online engagement 
is also evident during the pandemic. 
More than 60% of people say they 
are watching more online videos 
and TV on demand than before, 
while social platforms such as 
Facebook and Instagram have 
become more important to 59% of 
people, which means digital needs 
to be factored into brands’ media 
spend. 

Online purchases grew during 
lockdown, particularly groceries 
(56%), clothing (52%) and personal 
care items like toiletries (41%). 
However, the expectation is that 
online shopping will not completely 
replace physical shopping. In fact, of 
the 32% who shopped online during 
the lockdown, 89% said they would 
still go to the store to buy groceries. 

A differentiating opportunity for 
retailers will be delivery 
mechanisms. While 23% of 
respondents said they shopped 
online and picked up their 
purchases in-store, 45% said they 
preferred delivery to their door, and 
32% preferred curbside pick-up.

In conclusion, the main aim of 
the Covid-19 Tracker study is to 
understand the socioeconomic 
impact that the virus, lockdown and 
gradual reopening of the economy 
has on South Africans. 

The Ask Afrika Icon Brands 
survey proved that loyalty towards 
brands is on a downward trajectory, 
both in the overall market and in 
the kasi market, as per the Ask 
Afrika Kasi Star Brands Survey. To 
reverse this trend, brands need to 
become more successful at 
communicating relevant and current 
benefits to customers, and strive to 
be of greater value to customers.

Business in the 
time of Covid-19
Higher prices and reduced salaries 
mean consumers are spending less 

CHANGING HABITS Researchers have compared consumer attitudes during all the lockdown stages 

are not using price alone as a guide 
to quality. The higher cost of 
groceries is ensuring that 
consumers plan their shopping lists 
carefully to ensure they stick to 
their budgets, with many asking the 
cashier to let them know when they 
reach a certain limit so that they 
don’t overspend.

PRICE-SENSITIVE 
CONSUMPTION TRENDS

Almost half (49%) said their 
income covers the additional 
requirement, however, the balance 
are dipping into their savings, 
borrowing money from family, 
friends or employers, or using 

84%
The percentage of consumers 

who have noticed an overall 

increase in the price of food 

the wallet, with about 90% already 
defaulting on credit. 

About 40% of citizens are 
considering downscaling 
substantially in the short term. Half 
of citizens have already changed 
their shopping habits, with:

. 53% shopping less frequently;

. 38% switching to more 
affordable grocery stores;

. 34% shopping at discount or 
bulk supply grocery stores; and
. 25% reducing their basket size.
Across the board, grocery 

expenditure has declined with a 
36% decrease in day-to-day 
shopping, a 19% decrease in weekly 

25%
The percentage of shoppers 

who have reduced the amount 

of goods they buy during Covid
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ENERGY DRINKS: Dragon

EVAPORATED MILK: Nestlé Ideal Milk

EYE LOTIONS AND OINTMENTS: Eye Gene

EYE MAKE-UP: Avon

FABRIC CONDITIONERS/SOFTENERS: Sta-soft

FACE CREAMS & LOTION (men): Nivea

FACE CREAMS & LOTION (women): Pond’s

FACE POWDER: Avon

FACIAL TISSUES: Twinsaver

FACIAL WASHES, SCRUBS AND MASKS (men): Nivea

FACIAL WASHES, SCRUBS AND MASKS (women): Pond’s

FAMILY RESTAURANTS AND STEAKHOUSE: Spur

FEMININE HYGIENE PRODUCTS (washes): Lil-lets

FEMININE SANITARY PRODUCTS (pads/towels): Always

FEMININE SANITARY PRODUCTS (panty liners): Always

FEMININE SANITARY PRODUCTS (tampons): Ava

FETA CHEESE: Clover

FLAVOURED WATER (including herbal and premium): 
aQuellé

FLOUR: Sasko

FOUNDATION/CONCEALER/TINTED MOISTURISER 
(make-up – women): Avon

FRAGRANCE (perfumes and eau de toilette – women): 
Avon

FRESH (GROUND) COFFEE/COFFEE PODS OR CAPSULES: 
Nespresso

FRESH MILK: Clover

FRIDGE/FREEZER (combination): Defy

FROZEN CHICKEN PRODUCTS: Rainbow

FROZEN FISH PRODUCTS: I&J

FROZEN POTATO PRODUCTS AND CHIPS: McCain

FROZEN VEGETABLES: McCain

FUEL (petrol or diesel): BP Ultimate

FUNERAL COVER: AVBOB

GARAGE CONVENIENCE STORE: BP Express

HAIR COLOURANTS/BLEACHES AND LIGHTENERS (women): 
Inecto

HAIR RELAXERS/STRAIGHTENERS: Sofn’free

HAIR REMOVERS/DEPILATORIES/RAZORS (epilators for 
women): Gillette

HAIR REMOVERS/DEPILATORIES/RAZORS (hair removal 
creams/wax for women): No Hair

HAIR REMOVERS/DEPILATORIES/RAZORS (razors/shavers 
for women): Gillette

HAIR STYLING GELS, MOUSSES AND SPRAYS: Dark and 

Lovely

HAIRSPRAY AND OIL SHEEN SPRAY (women): Sofn’free

HAND CREAM AND LOTIONS (men): Dawn

HAND CREAM AND LOTIONS (women): Dawn

HEADACHE REMEDIES AND PAINKILLERS (tablets): Panado

HEADPHONES: JVC

HOT FLAVOURED MILK POWDER DRINKS (including cocoa): 
Nestlé Milo

HOUSEHOLD BLEACHES: Jik

HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS: Cobra

ICE CREAM MULTI-PACKS/MINIS: Ola Magnum mini-pack

ICE CREAM BARS, CONES, STICKS AND INDIVIDUAL 
CUPS: Ola Magnum

ICE CREAM IN TUBS/CARTONS: Dairymaid Country Fresh

ICED COFFEE (ready-to-drink): Mugg & Bean 

ICED TEA (ready-to-drink): Lipton

ICING SUGAR: Huletts

INDIGESTION: Eno

INFANT/BABY MILK: Infacare

INFANT/GROWING UP CEREALS: Purity Cream of Maize

INFANT/GROWING UP CEREALS (infant porridge): Future 

Life Smart Food for Kids

INSECTICIDES: Doom

INSTANT COFFEE: Nescafé Ricoffy

INSTANT SNACK MEALS (instant noodles): Maggi 2-Minute 

Noodles

JUNIOR/GROWING UP MILK: Nido 1+

KIDS’ VITAMINS AND SUPPLEMENTS: Centrum Kids

LAUNDRY DETERGENTS (for fabrics): Sunlight

LIFE INSURANCE: Old Mutual

LIPSTICK AND LIP-GLOSS (lip-gloss for women): Avon

LIPSTICK AND LIP-GLOSS (lipstick for women): Avon

LIQUID ANTISEPTICS: Dettol

LIQUID FRUIT SQUASHES, NECTARS AND CORDIALS (dilute 
before drinking): Fusion

AFTERSHAVE MALE FRAGRANCES: Nivea

AIRLINES: SAA

ALTERNATIVE MILKS (soy/almond/rice/coconut): Dewfresh

ANTI-ALLERGY REMEDIES: Allergex

ANTISEPTIC TOPICAL OINTMENTS AND SALVES: 
Zam-Buk

BABY OR JUNIOR FOODS/BABY MEALS: Purity Jarred / 

Pouch Meals

BAKING AIDS (essence, colourants and flavourings): 
Robertsons

BAKING AIDS (toppings and fillings): Moir’s

BAKING POWDER: Royal

BANKS/FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: Absa

BEER: Heineken

BLUSHERS/BRONZERS AND HIGHLIGHTERS: Avon

BODY CREAMS AND LOTIONS EXCLUDING HAND AND FACE 
MOISTURISERS (women): Dawn

BODY CREAMS AND LOTIONS (men): Nivea

BOTTLED MINERAL WATER (non-flavoured): aQuellé

BRANDY AND COGNAC: Hennessy

BREAD: Albany Superior

BREAKFAST CEREALS (cold): Kellogg’s Corn Flakes

BREAKFAST CEREALS (hot): Jungle Oats

BUILDING AND CONTENT INSURANCE: OUTsurance

BUTTER: Clover

CAKE/BAKING MIXES: Snowflake Easymix

CANNED/PACKAGED NUTS: Simba

CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS/COLAS (colas): 
Coca-Cola

CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS/COLAS (soft drinks): Fanta

CAT FOOD (dry): Whiskas

CAT FOOD (frozen): Vondi’s

CAT FOOD (wet/canned/pouches): Pamper

CEREAL BARS: Jungle Energy Bar

CHAMPAGNE/SPARKLING WINE: JC Le Roux

CHEWING GUM: Chappies

CHOCOLATE BARS/OTHER CHOCOLATE ITEMS (not slabs): 
Cadbury Lunch Bar

CHOCOLATE SLABS: Cadbury Dairy Milk

CLEANSING PRODUCTS/TONERS: Avon

COLD AND FLU REMEDIES: Med-Lemon

COLD FLAVOURED MILK POWDER DRINKS: Nestlé Milo

CONDENSED MILK: Nestlé

CONDIMENTS/TABLE SAUCES (mayonnaise): Crosse & 

Blackwell

CONDIMENTS/TABLE SAUCES (mustard): All Gold

CONDIMENTS/TABLE SAUCES (tomato sauce/ketchup): 
All Gold

CONDIMENTS/TABLE SAUCES (Worcester sauce): Maggi 

Lazenby

CONDITIONER/TREATMENT (men): Dove

CONDITIONER/TREATMENT (women): Sofn’free

COOKIES/BISCUITS (savoury): Bakers Salticrax

COOKIES/BISCUITS (sweet): Bakers Toppers

COTTAGE AND CREAM CHEESE: Lancewood

COUGH MIXTURES: Vicks

CREAM: Clover

CUSTARD: Ultra Mel

DEODORANTS/ANTIPERSPIRANTS AND BODY SPRAYS 
(men): Shield

DEODORANTS/ANTIPERSPIRANTS AND BODY SPRAYS 
(women): Shield

DESKTOP PCS, LAPTOPS, NOTEBOOKS: Acer

DISHWASHING DETERGENTS (for use in an electric 
dishwasher): Sunlight

DISHWASHING LIQUIDS/DISH SOAP (for washing dishes 
by hand): Sunlight

DISPOSABLE RAZORS (men): Gillette

DOG FOOD (canned): Husky

DOG FOOD (dry): Dogmor

DOG FOOD (wet): Husky

DRY HERBS AND SPICES: Rajah

EGGS: Nulaid

ELECTRIC OR BATTERY-POWERED (CORDLESS) RAZORS: 
Gillette

CATEGORY
From food, milk, alcohol, baby products and

restaurants, medical aids and banks, t
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SOAP BARS: Protex

SORE THROAT REMEDIES (lozenges/pastilles/spray): 
Strepsils

SOUPS: Knorr

SPECIALITY CHEESE: Fairview

SPORT DRINKS: Powerade

SPORTS CLOTHING (brands): Adidas

SPORTS CLOTHING (retailers): Ackermans

SPREADS (cheese spread): Melrose

LIQUID HAND SOAP: Dettol

LONG LIFE/UHT MILK: Clover

LONG LIFE FRUIT JUICES: Clover Krush

LOYALTY PROGRAMMES (pharmacies): Clicks

LOYALTY PROGRAMMES (retail): Pick n Pay Smart Shopper

MAAS OR BUTTERMILK (maas/buttermilk): Clover Amasi

MAGEU/MAHEU: Mageu No 1

MAIZE MEAL AND SAMP: White Star

MALE CONDOMS AND LUBRICANT (condoms): Trust

MALE CONDOMS AND LUBRICANT (lubricants): Lovers+

MARGARINE: Rama

MEAL REPLACEMENTS AND SHAKES: Futurelife

MEAT PRODUCTS (bacon): Eskort

MEAT PRODUCTS (burger patties): I&J

MEAT PRODUCTS (polony): Enterprise

MEAT PRODUCTS (sausages): Eskort

MEDICAL AID: Discovery Health

MICROWAVE: Defy

MONEY TRANSFER: FNB eWallet

MOTOR VEHICLE: Volkswagen

NAIL POLISH/NAIL CARE: Avon

NATURAL CHEESE AND BLOCKS: Clover

OIL/ENGINE OIL: Castrol

OILS FOR FOOD PREPARATION, FLAVOURING OR 
COOKING: Sunfoil

ORAL CARE (dental floss): Colgate

ORAL CARE (mouthwash): Colgate

OTHER SAVOURY SNACKS (biltong): Montagu

OTHER SAVOURY SNACKS (dried fruit): Safari

OTHER SAVOURY SNACKS (popcorn): Woolworths

PACKETED SOYA MINCE: Knorrox Soya Mince

PAINT: Dulux

PAPER KITCHEN TOWELS: Twinsaver

PASTA: Fatti’s & Moni’s

POTATO CRISPS AND POTATO SNACKS: Simba potato 

chips

POWDER MIXES: Drink-O-Pop

POWDERED CREAMERS (coffee/tea): Nestlé Cremora

PREMIUM AND GIFTING CHOCOLATE: Cadbury Dairy Milk

PREPARED SAUCES/PASTES: All Gold

PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE: Discovery

PROCESSED CHEESE: Parmalat

PUDDINGS AND DESERTS: First Choice

QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANT: KFC

READY-TO-DRINK FLAVOURED CARBONATED ALCOHOLIC 
DRINKS (ciders): Savanna Dry

READY-TO-DRINK FLAVOURED CARBONATED ALCOHOLIC 
DRINKS: Bernini

READY-TO-DRINK FRUIT JUICE, SMOOTHIES AND 
VEGETABLE JUICES (100% juice): Clover Krush

RETAIL PHARMACIES: Clicks Pharmacy

RICE AND COUSCOUS: Tastic

RUBS AND RHEUMATISM REMEDIES: Vicks

RUM: Captain Morgan

SHAMPOO (men): Gill

SHAMPOO (women): Colgate Palmolive

SHAVING FOAM, GEL, CREAM AND STICKS/OTHER (men): 
Gillette

SHAVING FOAM, GEL, CREAM AND STICKS (women): Avon

SHERRY AND PORT (port): Landskroon

SHERRY AND PORT (sherry): Monis

SHOE POLISH: Kiwi

SHOPPING CHILDREN (clothing): Ackermans

SHOPPING MEN (clothing): Edgars/Edgars Active

SHOPPING WOMEN (clothing): Edgars/Edgars Active

SHOPPING FOR BABY (disposable diapers): Huggies

SHOPPING FOR GROCERIES OUTLETS: Shoprite

SHOWER GELS AND BATH PRODUCTS (men): Nivea

SHOWER GELS AND BATH PRODUCTS (women): Dettol

SPREADS (jams/marmalades):All Gold

SPREADS (peanut butter): Black Cat

SPREADS (salty spreads): Marmite

SPREADS (sandwich spread): Nola

SPREADS (syrup): Huletts

STICKING PLASTER/PLASTERS: Elastoplast

STOCK PRODUCTS: Knorrox

SUGAR: Selati

SUNTAN/SUNSCREEN, AFTER SUN AND SUNLESS TANNING 
PRODUCTS: Nivea sun

SWEETENER: Huletts

SWEETS/CANDY: Smoothies

TALCUM POWDER: Johnson & Johnson

TEA (bags/loose): Joko

TEA HERBAL/FRUIT/GREEN/ROOIBOS TEAS (bags/loose): 
Joko

TELECOMMUNICATIONS: MTN

TELEVISION: Samsung

THE INTERNET (service providers): MTN

TILES (retail outlets): Build It

TINNED FISH: Lucky Star

TINNED FRUIT: Koo

TINNED MEAT: Bull Brand

TINNED MIXED VEGETABLES: Koo

TINNED/CANNED BEANS: Koo

TOILET PAPER: Twinsaver

TOOTHBRUSHES (electric): Colgate

TOOTHBRUSHES (manual): Colgate

TOOTHPASTE: Colgate

TYRE (brands): Dunlop

TYRE (retail outlets): Hi-Q

VITAMINS, MINERALS AND OTHER SUPPLEMENTS: 
Bioplus

WASHING MACHINE: Defy

WHISKY/WHISKEY: J&B

WHITE SPIRITS (ie: vodka, gin and cane spirits): Gordons

WINE (bottled/table wine): 4th Street

WINE (boxed wine): 4th Street Boxed

YEAST: Gold Star

YOGHURT: Danone

YOGHURT DRINKS AND/OR COLD MILK DRINKS 
(ready-to-drink): Mayo

AUTO/CAR INSURANCE: AA

HEARTBURN REMEDIES: Gaviscon

WINNERS
ondiments to beauty products, medicines, 
se are the country’s favourite brands
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A
COMPASS TO UNDERSTAND
HOW MARKETS HAVE
CHANGED AS A RESULT
OF COVID-19
In the unique and colourful South 
African landscape, it is important for 

brands and advertisers to understand consumer 
behaviour concerning their brands and products, 
along with consumer media behaviour and attitudes. 

Reaching consumers effectively requires this in-
depth knowledge. 

This is especially true during the Covid-19 
pandemic, which has impacted global markets in an 
unprecedented manner. 

This is no different in the South African market, 
which has experienced a shift in consumer beliefs 
and behaviour. 

More than ever, brands need insightful and 
comprehensive data that touches the pulse of 
consumer needs and behaviour in South Africa, so 
that they can make strategic decisions that are direct 
and effective. 

The Target Group Index (TGI) survey, which Ask 
Afrika owns the right to in South Africa, provides 
measurement and in-depth insight into products, 
brands, consumer media habits and attitude 
statements across 70 markets.

Since its South African debut in 2003, the TGI has 
provided a reliable and comparative measurement 
built on a sturdy and trustworthy methodology that 
ensures the data is nationally representative.

This is to be expected from Ask Afrika’s 
methodology, which won the Jenny Davis Award as 
the best data collection methodology at the TGI 
Global Conference. 

With 24 000 interviews conducted annually, the 
TGI allows decision-makers to develop creative 
strategies that represent their South African 
consumers. 

With more than 8 000 brands, more than 570 
categories and more than 400 attitude statements, 
the TGI offers the most extensive source of 
information in South Africa for consumer profiling.

With this comprehensive database at their 
fingertips, the majority of the top 50 advertisers in 
the country use and gain value from the TGI. 

Ask Afrika and the TGI provide these top 
strategists with all the information needed to analyse 
trends and indicators; to analyse their competitor 
landscape; and to effectively integrate media usage 
with customer profiling and attitude statements. 

Without a doubt, the TGI helps companies to 
remain agile and empowered, even during the 

uncertain Covid-19 era.
Being the agile and empowered company that it is, 

Ask Afrika paired two decades of brand intelligence 
with current and pre-Covid-19 data. 

Above and beyond consumer behaviour, this data 
provides insight into exactly how consumer spending 
has shifted since the beginning of the lockdown in 
South Africa in March. 

The TGI now provides insight into how brands 
performed during lockdown compared with before 
the lockdown. Data was collected during every level 
of lockdown, except for level 5 due to lockdown 
restrictions. 

With the TGI in hand, companies can place 
themselves at the forefront of the post-Covid-19 
strategy. 

Ask Afrika’s TGI is the only database that 
integrates brand intelligence with Covid-19 behaviour. 

Data around behavioural insights, shopper 
dynamics, media, brand and psychographic trackers 
can also be reliably compared with data that goes as 
far back as the 2008 global recession.

Ask Afrika’s TGI data arms brands and advertisers 
with the essential tools to understand consumer 
behaviour, allowing them to reach consumers 
effectively even during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Strategic decision-making is possible even during 
trying times with the TGI and the comprehensive 
data Ask Afrika provides. 

Offering flexible data solutions, including 24-hour 
database access for a full year, once-off interpreted 
reports including expert insights and once-off data 
runs, Ask Afrika is ensuring that its data and 
actionable insights are accessible to all industry 
stakeholders.

. Contact Maria Petousis for more information by 
calling 012 428 7400 or emailing 
maria.petousis@askafrika.co.za

The benefits of 
trend analysis 
Profiling consumer 
behaviour helps brands 
adjust in a world that is 
changing quickly

FLEXIBLE Brands must be on the ball to keep 
customers happy in these uncertain times
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Businesses are going to 
be judged by how they 
behave in this period

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY LOCAL
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Advertising in 
credible news 
sources shows 
consumers 
which brands 
they can trust

Choosing 
the right 
brand 
partner

Brands have a 
lot to say and 
positions to 
articulate


